In this paper we discuss different recursion relations (BCFW and all-line shift) for the form factors of the operators from the N = 4 SYM stress-tensor current supermultiplet T AB in momentum twistor space. We show that cancelations of spurious poles and equivalence between different types of recursion relations can be naturally understood using geometrical interpretation of the form factors as special limit of the volumes of polytopes in CP 4 in close analogy with the amplitude case. We also show how different relations for the IR pole coefficients can be easily derived using momentum twistor representation. This opens an intriguing question -which of powerful on-shell methods and ideas can survive off-shell ?
Introduction
In the last years tremendous progress has been achieved in understanding the structure of the S-matrix (amplitudes) of four dimensional gauge theories [1] . The most impressive results have been obtained in N = 4 SYM theory (for example, see [2] and reference therein). New computational techniques such as different sets of recursion relations for the tree level amplitudes, the unitarity based methods for loop amplitudes were used to obtain deep insights in the structure of the N = 4 SYM S-matrix. It is believed that this efforts will eventually lead to the complete determination of the N = 4 SYM S-matrix in planar limit. Also, probably, some beautiful geometrical ideas and insights will be encountered along the way [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8] .
There is another class of objects of interest in N = 4 SYM which resembles amplitudes -the form factors. The form factors are matrix elements of the form where O is some gauge invariant operator which acts on the vacuum of the theory and produces some state p λ 1 1 , . . . , p λn n | with momenta p 1 , . . . , p n and helicities λ 1 , . . . , λ n 1 . One can think about this object as an amplitude of the proses where classical current or field, coupled through gauge invariant operator O, produces some quantum state p 1 Note that scattering amplitudes in "all ingoing" notation can schematically be written as p It is interesting to study the form factors in N = 4 SYM systematically for several reasons:
• Symmetries, such as dual conformal symmetry, play essential role in the structure of amplitudes in gauge theories. Moreover, it is expected that N = 4 SYM is an integrable system (see [9, 10, 11, 12] and references there). Studying the form factors in integrable systems (for example, see [13] and references therein) usually can be useful for better understanding of origins and properties of symmetries in such theories. One may hope that studying the form factors in N = 4 SYM may be useful for understanding of symmetry properties of the N = 4 SYM S-matrix and the correlation functions.
• The form factors are intermediate objects between fully on-shell quantities such as amplitudes and fully off-shell quantities such as correlation functions (which are one of the central objects in AdS/CFT). Since the powerful computational methods have appeared recently for the amplitudes in N = 4 SYM, it would be desirable to have some analog of them for the correlation functions [14, 15] . Understanding of the structure of the form factors and the development of computational methods will be useful in better understanding of the structure of correlation functions of multiple (n > 2) gauge invariant local operators in N = 4 SYM. The latter may also be useful in understanding of "triality" relations: amplitudes, Willson loops, correlation functions and subsequent relations for the amplitudes [16, 17] .
• The form factors in N = 4 SYM are excellent testing objects for developing and testing new computational methods which can be efficient beyond the planar sector of maximally supersymmetric gauge theories. Indeed, form factors naturally incorporate none planarity and violate some supersymmetries (at least the form factors of operators from the chiral truncation of N = 4 SYM stress tensor supermultiplet).
The investigation of the form factors in N = 4 SYM was first initiated in [18] , almost 20 years ago. Unique investigation of the form factors of single field none gauge invariant operators (off-shell currents) was made in [19] , using "perturbiner" technique.
After pause which lasted nearly decade the investigation of 1/2-BPS form factors was initiated in [20, 21] . Different on-shell methods were successfully applied to the form factors [22, 23, 24, 25] . Different multiloop results were obtained in [21, 26, 27] Different types of regularizations and colour-kinematic duality were considered in [28, 29] . Strong coupling limit results for the form factors were obtained in [30, 31] . The form factors in theories with maximal supersymmetry in dimensions different from D = 4 were investigated in [32, 33] .
The aim of this article is the following: we would like to apply momentum twistor representation for the form factors of N = 4 SYM stress-tensor supermultiplet and formulate BCFW recursion relation for tree level form factors in such formulation. It is known that in the case of the amplitudes written in momentum twistor variables interesting geometrical properties and symmetries of the amplitudes are represented most clearly and naturally [3, 5] . It is interesting to know what situation will be if we are considering partially off-shell object. Which on-shell ideas and methods such as [3, 5, 6] can survive for partially off-shell objects ?
This article is organised as follows. In section 2 we briefly discuss the general structure of the form factors of operators from N = 4 SYM stress-tensor supermultiplet in on-shell harmonic superspace. In section 3 we establish and solve BCFW recursion relations for tree level form factors in NMHV sector in on-shell harmonic superspace. In section 4 we discuss how to rewrite NMHV form factors in momentum twistor representation, establish BCFW recursion relations for general N k MHV form factors in momentum twistor space. In section 5 we represent a sketch of the proof of equivalence between BCFW and allline shift (CSW) recursion relations for NMHV sector in momentum twistor space and use geometrical representation of the form factors as a special limit of the volumes of the polytopes to show that all-line shift (CSW) representation of NMHV sector is free from spurious poles. The latter would imply the spurious poles cancellation in BCFW representation as well. In appendix we give more details on the harmonic superspace construction, discuss some particular examples of the spurious poles cancellation and also discuss how relations between IR pole coefficients at one loop in NMHV sector can be naturally established in the momentum twistor representation.
2 The form factors of stress-tensor current supermultiplet in N = 4 SYM
In this chapter we are going to introduce essential ideas and notations regarding the general structure of the form factor of stress-tensor supermultiplet formulated in harmonic superspace.
To describe the stress-tensor supermultiplet in manifestly supersymmetric and SU(4) R covariant way it is useful to consider the harmonic superspace parameterised by the set of coordinates [34, 35] :
Here u is the set of
harmonic variables, a and a ′ are SU(2) indices, ± corresponds to U(1) charge. θ's are Grassmann coordinates, α andα are SL(2, C) indices. Hereafter we will not write some indices explicitly in all expressions when it does not lead to misunderstanding.
The stress-tensor supermultiplet will be given by
where W ++ (x, θ + ,θ + ) is harmonic superfield which contains all component fields of the N = 4 supermultiplet, which are φ AB scalars (anti-symmetric in SU(4) R indices AB), ψ A α ,ψ Ȧ α fermions and F µν -the gauge field strength tensor, all in the adjoint representation of SU(N c ) gauge group. The details of harmonic superspace construction will be given in the appendix. Note that this superfield is on-shell in the sense that algebra of supersymetric transformations which should leave W ++ invariant is closed only if the component fields in W ++ obey their equations of motion. Space of on-shell states of N = 4 supemultiplet is naturally described in manifestly supersymmetric fashion by means of on-shell momentum superspace. We are going to use its harmonic version:
Here λ α ,λα are SL(2, C) commuting spinors which parameterise momenta carried by onshell state: p αα = λ αλα if p 2 = 0. All creation/annihlation operators of on-shell states, which are two physical polarizations of gluons |g − , |g + , four fermions |Γ A with positive and four fermions |Γ A with negative helicity, and three complex scalars |φ AB (antisymmetric in SU(4) R indices AB ) can be combined together into one N = 4 invariant superstate ("superwave-function") |Ω i = Ω i |0 (i numerates momenta carried by the state):
where (. . .) represents contraction with respect to SU(2) × SU(2) ′ × U(1) indices, (ε . . .) represents contraction with ε ABCD symbol. It is implemented one has to express all SU(4) indices in terms of SU(2) × SU (2) ′ × U(1) once using the set of harmonic variables u. The n particle superstate |Ω n is then given by |Ω n = n i=1 Ω i |0 . Note that on-shell momentum superspace is chiral. Because of that and subtleties [22, 23] with on-shell realisation of the stress tensor supermultiplet in terms of W ++ superfield it is natural to consider chiral (self dual) sector of the stress tensor supermultiplet only. This can be done by putting allθ to 0 by hand in T (this often called "chiral truncation"):
All operators from T are constructed from fields from self dual part of the N = 4 supermultiplet. Also it is important to mention that all component fields in T are off-shell. So we can consider the form factors of chiral truncation (self dual sector) of N = 4 stress tensor supermultiplet F n :
Here we are considering the colour ordered object F n . The physical form factor F phys. n in the planar limit 2 should be obtained from F n as:
where the sum runs over all possible none-cyclic permutations σ of the set {λ,λ, η} and the trace involves SU(N c ) t a generators in the fundamental representation, factor (2π) 4 g n−2 2 n/2 is dropped. The normalization T r(t a t b ) = 1/2 is used. Let's now consider the general Grassmann structure of F n . It is convenient to perform transformation from θ + and x to q and the set of axillary variables {λ
Using supersymmetry arguments (Z n should be annihilated by an appropriate set of supercharges) one can say that in general [22, 23] :
where
Grassmann delta functions are defined as (see appendix for the whole set of definitions regarding Grassmann delta functions and their integration)
are the homogenous SU(4) R and SU(2) × SU(2) ′ × U(1) invariant polynomials of the order of 4m. Hereafter for saving space we will use notations:
(2.14)
2 g → 0 and N c → ∞ of SU (N c ) gauge group so that λ = g 2 N c =fixed.
Assigning helicity λ = +1 to |Ω i and λ = +1/2 to η and λ = −1/2 to θ, one sees that F n has an overall helicity λ Σ = n, δ +4 has λ Σ = 2, the exponential factor has λ Σ = 0. From this we see that
are understood as analogs [38] of the MHV, NMHV etc. parts of the superamplitude i.e. part of the super form factor proportional to X (0) n will contain component form factors with overall helicity n − 2 which we will call MHV form factors, part of super form factor proportional to X (4) n will contain component form factors with overall helicity n − 4 which we will call NMHV etc. up to X (4n−8) n overall helicity 2 − n which we will call MHV. One can think [22] that it is still possible to describe the form factors of full stress tensor supermultiplet disregard subtleties with on-shell realisation, at least at tree level, using symmetry arguments and full W ++ (x, θ + ,θ + ) superfield. To do this one has to introduce none chiral version of on-shell momentum superspace, which in our case can be obtain by performing the following Grassmann Fourier transform
After that one can define form factor of full stress tensor supermultiplet 17) where now after Fourier transformation
We see that at least at tree level the form factors of full stress tensor supermultiplet up to trivial Grassmann delta function are defined by Grassmann Fourier transformed X n function, which one can compute using chiral truncated (self dual sector) stress tensor supermultiplet only [22] . Keeping this in mind we will focus on the self dual sector form factors.
Using BCFW recursion relations [20] one can show that for MHV sector at tree level one can obtain for n point form factor (here we drop momentum conservation delta function):
We will use this result in the next chapter. Also for completeness let's write down well known answers for tree level MHV n and MHV 3 amplitudes
which we will also use in the next section.
3 BCFW and all-line shift for NMHV sector Recursion relations for the tree level form factor were considered in the literature before. BCFW recursion for MHV sector, as was mentioned earlier, was considered in [20] for the component form factors. All-line shift (CSW) recursion for NMHV sector was considered in [22] in the on-shell momentum superspace and momentum twistor spaces. BCFW for form factors of more general 1/2-BPS operators in on shell momentum superspace were considered in [25] . In [22] it was argued that for general [i, j shift N k MHV form factor vanishes as z → ∞, so BCFW recursion without "boundary terms". Let's consider BCFW recursion for NMHV sector in on-shell momentum superspace. It is useful to recall how BCFW recursion for NMHV amplitudes works before going to form factors. It will help us to introduce important structures and make useful analogies. For adjacent [i − 1, i shift
there are two types of contributions in BCFW recursion in the NMHV sector, which are combined from (MHV⊗MHV) and (NMHV n−1 ⊗MHV 3 ) amplitudes 3 . MHV⊗MHV terms are given by so called R rst 2mh functions times MHV tree level amplitude. NMHV n−1 ⊗ MHV 3 term can be represented in terms of R rst functions as well. R rst function can be written as: 
In the harmonic superspace formulation Ξ A rst splits into Ξ +a rst and Ξ −a ′ rst as well as the Grassmann delta functionδ 4 =δ −2δ+2 (see appendix for details). Throughout the paper we will assume that numbers of momenta r, s, t, ... ect. are arranged anti clockwise for the form factors, were it is not mentioned otherwise. All sums are understood in cyclic sense, for example, if n=6 s=5,t=3 then For n ≤ 4 the R rst function vanishes. R rst 2mh functions may also be obtained by quadruple cuts of one loop NMHV amplitude. In fact there is deep connection between on-shell recursion relation for tree level amplitudes and their loop level structure [6, 4, 36, 37] . R rst are invariants with respect to dual superconformal transformations [38] from SU(2, 2|4) as well as ordinary superconformal group. Even more they are invariants with respect to full Yangian algebra [39] . In harmonic superspace formulation they also invariants with respect to SU(2) × SU (2) ′ × U(1). There is also interesting geometrical interpretation [5] of them which we will discuss further in details. Using this functions one can write the results of BCFW recursion for NMHV sector for the amplitudes for [1, 2 shift as: 
rst . The dark grey blob is the form factor.
This recursion relations can be solved in terms of R rst functions (note that some terms in this sum are actually equal to 0):
It is natural to assume that NMHV sector of the form factors can be represented in terms of quadruple cut coefficients as well as in the case of the amplitudes. Quadruple cuts for NMHV sector of the form factors were studied in [24] . There are three different types of analogs of R rst functions for the form factors R 
rst .
where we used notations
The same notations will be used hereafter. One can see that R (1) rst , R (2) rst in fact coincides with R rst computed in corresponding kinematics, whileR (1) rtt is different. Note also that due to the presence of momenta q carried by operator in momentum conservation condition for the form factors R
rtt can be defined (are none vanishing) starting with number of particles n = 3. Now we are ready to return to tree level form factors. As it was stated earlier we hope that NMHV sector of the form factors can be represented in terms of quadruple cut coefficients R
rtt . Indeed this is just the case. By explicit computation one can see that in the case of [1, 2 shift:
Just as in the amplitude case coefficients R
1i2 andR (1) 122 are given by 2mh quadruple cuts. Let's write several answers for some fixed n. For example, for n = 3 and n = 4 one can get:
142 . (3.32)
133 is given by
term. Note also that R by introducing shift operator S which shifts number of arguments of function starting with 2 by +1, (for example, Sf (x 0 , x 1 , x 2 , x 5 ) = f (x 0 , x 1 , x 3 , x 6 )):
{q, γ} are unshifted. This can be seen using BCFW recursion in MHV sector and representing R functions as quadruple cut which is given by product of MHV n and MHV 3 amplitudes and form factors 4 . Using this observation one can write answer for Z in closed form using R
rst andR
rtt functions:
As by product let's also consider different BCFW shifts. For example, for [2, 3 shift, n = 4 one can obtain the following representation of
213 +R
233 . [24]. This can be written in the following cyclic invariant form 5 [24]
Here we used identity R
241 (see appendix). As an illustration let's consider computation of term which givesR (1) 122 in n = 3, [1, 2 shift case. For n = 3 we have only one term contributing to Z (0)N M HV 3 = A 2 which is given by (see fig., A 1 = 0 due to the kinematical reasons): we obtain 38) after noting that
we can write (note also that momentum q carried by operator is equal to q = p 123 )
Pole q 4 is canceled in this expression on the support of δ 8 (q 123 + γ). This will be important for us later on. Indeed
Cancellation of q 4 pole will be true also for arbitrary n forR (1) rtt . Let's briefly discuss analytical properties of the results of BCFW recursion. As an example we will consider n = 4 case. Each R
rtt term is rational function of λ i ,λ i variables and has several poles. Some of them are physical i.e. correspond to appropriate factorisation channels [36] , while others are spurious and must cancel in the whole sum. The presence of spurious poles is the general feature of BCFW recursion, and its application to the form factors is no exception. So in n = 4, [1, 2 shift case the list of poles is the following: suggests that spurious poles should cancel themselves between R functions (for example 1|q|2] should cancel between R (2) 142 andR (1) 122 ) but it is not easy to see how it really works. Also it would be nice to observe some general pattern of such cancelations for general n. There are also several related questions.
1.One can consider a different type of recursion relations for the form factors: all-line shift (CSW) [40, 41, 42] . Indeed one can show that under anti holomorphic all-line shift the form factors with operators from stress-tensor supermultiplet (number of fields in operator m = 2,) behave as:
(note 2 − n instead of n − 4 [43] in the amplitude case due to the different mass dimension of the form factor) so for λ Σ = n − 4 as in NMHV case recursion is valid. So one can easily obtain [25] :
Here we exchange the problem of cancellation of spurious poles to the problem of proving that the poles of the form i|q| * ] should cancel. This cancellation will imply that the result is independent of the choice ofλ * [5] . Note also that representations for NMHV sector given by BCFW and all-line shift (CSW) recursions naively look rather different. It would be nice to show how one can transform one into another.
2.It would be also nice to write some simple recursion relation for the general N k MHV form factor.
3.In the one loop generalised unitarity based computations (for example, see [24] ) one encounters different none obvious relations between R functions. It would be nice to have some simple representation for R functions where these relations becomes obvious.
These questions are not unique to the form factors and one encounters their analogs in the amplitude case as well. In the case of amplitudes they all can be answered in beautiful geometrical picture based on momentum twistor representation and the interpretation of the amplitudes as the volumes of polytopes in CP 4 in the first none trivial NMHV case [3, 4, 5] and more general "Amplituhidron" picture [7, 8] based on positive Grassmanian geometry [6] in the general case. We are going to show now that in the case of the form factors one can also use nearly the same momentum twistor representation to answer all these questions. Only one new ingredient is necessary -infinite periodical contour in momentum twistor space [22] .
Momentum twistor space representation
To use momentum twistors one has to introduce dual variables x i for momenta p i [3] .
and their fermionic counterparts q
This is where periodical configuration first appears [20, 22] . Indeed, we are working with a colour ordered object, so positions of momenta of external particles p i are fixed. But the operator, which carries the momentum q, is colour singlet and can be inserted between any pair of momenta. The same is true also for the fermionic counterpart of q, when we are dealing with the superspace formulation of the form factors. One can think of working with different (with respect to position where q is inserted) closed contours, but it is not obvious how to combine terms defined on different contours. Infinite periodical (with period equal to q) configuration solves this problem. In fact we will need only 2n x i independent variables to describe any kinematical invariant p
we may encounter in the case of n particle form factor, at least at tree level in the MHV and NMHV sectors. The only feature that the periodical contour brings into play and one should take into account is some sort of redundancy. Everything is defined up to the shift over k periods over contour, so one should "gauge fix" which periods will be used. Also the periodical configuration is very natural from AdS/CF T point of view [30] . The insertion of operator corresponds to consideration of closed string state on the string worldsheet in addition to open ones (which corresponds to particles) in the dual picture. After such insertion, T -duality transformation gives infinite periodical configuration with period equal to momenta carried by the closed string state. Periodical contour and hence dual variables Θ − , Θ + also can be introduced to the total super momentum carried by particles q + , q − . Period will be equal to the super momenta γ + , γ − carried by operator. Note that since γ + = 0, the corresponding fermionic part of contour in superspace will be closed. Now we are ready to introduce momentum supertwistors [3, 4] . Points in dual superspace are mapped to lines in momentum twistor space ( the number of particle, with:
The fermionic part of super twistor χ is given by:
Note that χ − ai part of the supertwistor belongs to the infinite periodical contour, χ + ai belongs to the "closed part of the fermionic contour" due to the γ + = 0 condition. Sometimes it will be convenient to consider χ + ai also as a part of the infinite periodical contour in the intermediate expressions, and apply γ + = 0 only in the final. Because all our expressions are polynomials in Grassamann variables a smooth limit in γ + → 0 always exists.
The bosonic part of supertwistor is
where M = 1...4. Corresponding objects transform under the action of dual conformal SU(2, 2) group. ∆ is multi index for SU(2, 2) indices and ±a/ ± a ′ indices of SU(2) and U(1). Standard notation for dual conformal SU(2, 2) invariant will be used:
In terms of components of twistors this expression can be written as (here ǫαβµα i µβ j
Hereafter we will drop indices on twistors and their components everywhere when it does not lead to misunderstanding. Due to the periodical configuration with period q = n i=1 p i we will have the following relation for the momentum twistors:
(4.56)
Using i, j, k, l one can write the following expressions for kinematical invariants and products of spinors: Because we are working with the periodical configuration one can shift simultaneously all numbers in r, t + 1, t, s and i, i + 1, k, k + 1 by kn, k ∈ N without changing the result.
As it was claimed before in the case of the amplitudes (closed contour) R rst function is invariant with respect to the dual superconformal transformations from SU(2, 2|4). Using momentum supertwistors one can see that the following combination of 5 arbitrary twistors is SU(2, 2|4) invariant: 
rst andR (1) rtt functions for the form factors ? Using momentum supertwistors defined on periodical contour one can see that the following identities hold for R (1) 1st , R (2) 1st : 
rst functions and corresponding [abcde] momentum twistor dual superconformal invariants in the 2mh case.
Here n is the number of twistors (particles) in period of the contour. As it was explained earlier, due to periodical nature of momentum twistor configuration we are considering, this form is not unique. For example, for n = 4 one can see that: [5, 6, 7, 3, 4 rtt is special. Nevertheless it is also possible to rewrite it in terms of [a, b, c, d, e] momentum twistor invariant, but with nontrivial "bosonic" coefficient:
As an illustration how one can rewrite R coefficients in momentum twistor variables let's consider n = 4 case (as usual we have q = p 1234 ),R where
Now using momentum twistors we can write: Now, lets rewrite X 122 in terms of the momentum supertwistors (here we suppress SU(2)× SU(2)
. Here we treat χ + i and χ − i one equal footing, and will take γ + → 0 limit only in the final expression. One can see that on periodical contour
and 
122 we get:
as expected. Also now we can take γ + → 0 limit. Using these results one can easily rewrite BCFW recursion relations in NMHV sector for the form factors in momentum supertwistors (hereafter we drop (0) subscript for simplicity): As by product using these explicit expressions let's discuss relation between the form factors with the supermomentum carried by operator equal to zero and amplitudes. In [23, 22, 44] it was observed that the following relation between the form factors and amplitudes likely holds
In our momentum supertwistor notations the limit of q → 0, γ ± → 0 corresponds to "gluing" all periods of the contour together i.e. for the n particle case Z i → Z i±kn for any integer k and i. Taking this limit in written above answers for the form factors one can see that (remember that [a, b, c, d , e] = 0 if any of two arguments coincide):
as one would expect because there are no 3 and 4 point NMHV amplitudes. The presence of coefficient 2 is unexpected. However one can also see that from BCFW representation of N k MHV form factors that the coefficient will be 2k in N k MHV sector. Note also that in our case of the super form factors this limit is well defined and can be easily taken, while in components it is singular for some particular answers and in on-sell momentum superspace [23] it is not obvious at first glance how exactly these singularities cancel.
Using the momentum supertwistors one can also easily write recursion relations for N k MHV form factor Z tree(k) n at tree level in full analogy with the amplitude case. Performing the following shift of momentum super twistor [2, 45] 
which is equivalent to [1, 2 shift in the momentum superspace one can obtain the following recursion relations (Z p with respect to little group scaling [2] . However it is easy to see that for n particle case if Z i and Z i+nk , k ∈ N scale the same way, which is expected, then c (k) p is invariant with respect to little group scaling. One may think that ratio of N k MHV n form factor and MHV n form factor at tree level is dual conformal invariant! It is immediately tempting to speculate about the 6 (jj + 1) (klm) = Z j j + 1klm + Z j+1 jklm situation at the loop level. At one loop explicit answers are available for NMHV 3, 4 . One may think that contributions from 3m triangles will be an obstacle [24] , it is unclear at the first glance how such contributions may cancel each other. This situation as well as the symmetry properties of tree level form factors require more detailed studies.
Spurious poles cancellation, BCFW Vs all-line shift and polytopes
So far we have formulated how to treat the form factors in momentum twistor space, obtained BCFW recursion for N k MHV n form factor in the momentum supertwistors representation, and very briefly discussed their possible symmetry properties. The questions regarding BCFW and all-line shift (CSW) equivalence and spurious poles cancellation remained unanswered. But now we have all appropriate tools to address them.
At first, let's try to see that BCFW and all-line shift (CSW) recursion are equivalent, at least in NMHV sector. Here we are aiming for the concrete examples rather then general proofs, and will consider mostly n = 3, 4 NMHV cases.
Let's rewrite all-line shift (CSW) results for NMHV sector in the momentum supertwistors. One can obtain [22] :
Here Z * is arbitrary super twistor with components λ * = χ * = 0. One can choose µ * =λ * . γ + → 0 condition is implemented. One can also think that Z * is obtained from twistor with arbitrary components by contraction with so called infinity twistor I AB [4] . The presence of the infinity twistor explicitly brakes dual conformal invariance of each [ * , a, b, c, d] term in all-line shift (CSW) representation of the amplitude or the form factor. In the case of amplitudes dual conformal invariance is restored in the whole sum of [ * , a, b, c, d] terms. We expect a similar situation in the case of the form factors.
Note that the form of all-line shift (CSW) representation discussed here is not unique, due to the periodical nature of the contour. One can start the first sum ("fix the gauge") n i=1 from arbitrary point on contour, for example, from i = −1:
j=i+2 , this will lead to the same formula if one will return from momentum twistors to momentum superspace variables, as was explained earlier. It is convenient to "fix the gauge" this way in our case, i.e. start summation from point i = −1:
(5.90)
Equivalently we can shift ("fix another gauge") our BCFW results by appropriate amount of periods, but we will not do so. Then for n = 3 and n = 4 one can write: Our next step is to show the sketch of the proof that the following equality holds : Note that LHS of the equality has poles −1, 0, 1, 2 , 0, 1, 2, 3 , and 1, 2, 3, 4 . The pole −1, 0, 1, 3 ∼ q 2 as was explained earlier is absent. In RHS we separated these poles by introducing Z * axillary supertwistor. In fact for n = 3 this equality is just a statement that BCFW and all-line shift (CSW) gives the same result:
One can also check that dependance on axillary twistor cancels in all coefficients. Then we can substitute in BCFW recursion for n = 4 in term Now one can see that substituting in BCFW formula identity (5.94) containing the axillary supertwistor Z * , and using 6 term identity [3, 4] for the set of twistors This identity is valid for arbitrary 6 twistors, so we can choose Z X = Z 6 . Noticing that for the periodical configuration the following identity holds i + n, i + 1 + n, i + 2 + n, i + 1 = i, i + 1, i + 2, i + 1 + n , (5.110) and using it in our case 5, 6, 7, 2 = 1, 2, 3, 6 one can see that indeed as 1, 2, 3, 5 → 0 expression in brackets cancels. This is a good sign, but one would like to have more general statement regarding the spurious pole cancelation. Transforming BCFW representation into CSW we recast all BCFW spurious poles into poles containing Z * twistor: * , a, b, c . We also get rid of terms with coefficients c Cancellation of spurious poles can be seen in this picture as "cancellation" of contribution of corresponding vertexes: 4-simplexes will combine into polytope (amplitude) in such a way that the resulting polytope (amplitude) will have only such vertexes that correspond to the physical poles.
Our aim now is to show that the same ideas about the spurious pole cancellation can be applied to the form factors as well, with some minor, but curious, changes.
First 
i . Here (±) subscript stands to distinguish dependence of ψ and other objects on χ − or χ + . Then we can introduce 5 component objects which we will treat as the set of homogeneous coordinates on CP
and One can see that the NMHV amplitude is given by the sum of V ol 4 . Let's also write for comparison general formula for volume of simplex in CP n V ol n (a 1 , . . . , a n+1 ) = 1 n! a 1 , . . . , a n+1 n 0, a 1 , . . . , a n . . . 0, a n+1 , a 1 , . . . , a n−1 .
To get some geometrical intuition how this volume formula works let's consider CP intersect at points
(5.123)
These points are projected on a plane, defined by Z 0 , and one can think of them as vertexes of 2d triangle (two dimensional simplex), with edges defined by Z 
Using projective invariance W I → λW I one can always choose W 1 , W 2 , W 3 in the form y 3 , 1 ). x i , y i are then the coordinates of vertexes of (a, b, c) triangle in the plane defined by Z 0 . Situation when one of the brackets in denominator (for example 0, a, b = 0) is becoming equal to 0 corresponds in general to the case when W 1 point moves to infinity so that the V ol 2 [a, b, c] becomes singular (infinite). To see how one can observe cancellation of poles (vertexes) in this geometrical picture, let's return to CP 2 example [2] . Let's consider two triangles defined by
) contribution of 0, 1, 3 vertex will drop out, so the difference is regular in the 0, 1, 3 → 0 limit. See fig.16 .
To see this cancellation in more algebraic way, without drawing pictures, which is very convenient when we are dealing with four dimensional volumes, let's introduce a boundary operator ∂ for simplex in CP n which will give the volume of the boundary of this simplex (i.e. combination of volumes of simplexes in CP n−1 ) [2] :
One can verify that as expected ∂ 2 = 0. V ol n−1 [1, 2, ..., i − 1, i + 1, ..., n]| Z i is defined as projection of (1, 2, ..., i − 1, i + 1, ..., n) lines into n − 1 dimensional subspace defined by Z i . Returning to CP 2 case one can see that
The boundaries (line segments) of the triangles
corresponding to 013 vertex (pole) encounters with the opposite sign. This corresponds to the situation when such vertex is absent in the final polytope (sum of simplexes). The same will be true in the general case of the sum of the simplexes in CP n−1 . In summary [2, 5] one can say that to figure out which vertexes (poles) will be present in the polytope combined from the set of simplexes one has to act with the boundary operator ∂ on each simplex and "cancel" all vertexes with the opposite sign ignoring | Z i subscript. Hereafter we will drop | Z i subscript. As an example one can check that in the case of all-line shift (CSW) representation of n = 5 NMHV amplitude in the result of the action of the boundary operator on the individual simplexes all the poles (vertexes) of the form 0, * , a, b, c "cancel" and only physical poles of the form 0, a, b, c, d remain. This also reflects the fact that the result should be independent of the explicit choice of µ * in Z * . In fact in the case of amplitudes one can see that the result is independent of the choice of all components in Z * recasting the all-line shift (CSW) representation into BCFW one using 6 term identity. Now let's return to the form factors. Due to the presence of γ + = 0 condition on the periodical contour (fermionic part χ ) enters on the equal footing and the limit γ + → 0 is taken only in the final result. As it was explained before this limit is not singular. If some poles cancel in the sum of [a, b, c, d, e] before γ + → 0 limit they also should cancel after this limit is taken. [a, b, c, d, e] are rations of polynomials. So if in the sum of such rations of polynomials some poles of individual terms cancel, taking one coefficient to 0 in the numerators of such polynomials should not affect pole cancellation. From this point of view NMHV form factor is not exactly CP 4 polytope but rather its special limit (γ + → 0). Let's now consider three point NMHV form factor (here we choose the contour periods as in [22] 4 . This situation is similar to the amplitude case, but there are some differences unique to the form factors due to their special Grassmann structure. The form factor is not exactly CP 4 polytope but rather special limit (γ + → 0) of such polytope.
Conclusion
In this article we considered different types of recursion relations for the form factors of operators from the stress tensor supermultiplet in N = 4 SYM theory. We formulated BCFW recursion relations in momentum twistor space for general helicity configuration and considered NMHV sector in more details. Using the momentum twistor space representation we demonstrated equivalence between BCFW and all-line shift (CSW) recursion relations at least for NMHV sector and used geometrical interpretation of NMHV form factors as the volumes of polytopes to show that BCFW/CSW representations of the form factors are free from spurious poles. Relations between logarithmical derivative of the form factor with respect to coupling constant and the amplitudes were also considered. In addition we briefly discussed how momentum twistor representation can be used to clarify relations between IR pole coefficients at one loop level. We hope that similar ideas can be used beyond NMHV sector. The main conceptual result of this article is that "on-shell structures and ideas" such as momentum twistor representation, Yangian momentum twistor invariant function [abcde] or polytope interpretation of NMHV amplitudes still play an essential role for partially off-shell objects such as the form factors (or at least for the form factors of operators from the stress tensor supermultiplet). However several important questions still remain unanswered.
It is well known that different BCFW shifts give representations of the same amplitude which looks different at the first glance. Is there any geometrical picture behind such identities (see also (5.94))? It would be interesting to find representations for the form factors as an integral over Grassmannian [46] similar to the amplitudes 8 case: 144) or prove that such representation is impossible. Such representation is the first step in the on-shell diagram formalism [6] , which may be very useful for the form factors as well as for the amplitudes. Representation of ratio of NMHV and MHV form factors as the sum of [ * , a, b, c, d] functions gives hope that such Grassmannian integral representation is possible. It would be interesting to formulate recursion relations for the integrand of the form factors at loop level. The form factors of operators from the stress tensor supermultiplet naturally involve none planar contributions starting from two loops, so to formulate such recursion relations one must incorporate none planarity.
And also it would be interesting to continue the investigation of the form factors/Wilson loop duality. One can hope that results obtained in this article will be useful in mentioned above quests.
A N = 4 harmonic superspaces . W AB in general is not a chiral object and satisfies several constraints: a self-duality constraint
ǫ ABCD φ CD and two additional constraints
where D A α is a standard coordinate superspace derivative 10 . Note that in this formulation the full N = 4 supermultiplet of fields is on-shell in the sense that the algebra (more precisely the last two anti commutators) of the generators Q Aα ,Q Ḃ α for the supersymmetric transformation of the fields in this supermultiplet
is closed only if the fields obey their equations of motion (in addition the closure of the algebra requires the compensating gauge transformation [35] ). The off-shell formulation of full N = 4 supermultiplet is still unknown. But fortunately the self dual (chiral) sector of full N = 4 supermultiplet can be formulated off-shell. In SU(4) R covariant way this can be done using N = 4 harmonic superspace [34, 35] .
The N = 4 harmonic superspace is obtained by adding additional bosonic coordinates (harmonic variables) to the N = 4 coordinate superspace or on-shell momentum superspace. These additional bosonic coordinates parameterize the coset
and carry the SU(4) index A, two copies of SU (2) Using these variables one presents all the Grassmann objects with SU(4) R indices. Grassmann coordinates in the original N = 4 coordinate superspace then can be transformed as θ and in the opposite direction
The same is true for supercharges: ++ (x, θ +a , 0, u) are off-shell in a cense that reaming chiral part of SUSY algebra {Q Aα , Q Bβ } = 0 which acts on W ++ is closed without using equation of motion for the component fields.
Chiral part T of the stress tensor supermultiplet can now be constructed simply as:
T (x, θ + , u) = T r(W ++ W ++ )|θ =0 .
(A.161) 11 Strictly speaking this is true only in the free theory (g = 0), in the interacting theory one has to replace D A α ,D Ȧ α by their gauge covariant analogs, which contain superconnection, but the final result is the same [35] .
T is the first operator in the series of so-called 1/ and its highest component which is proportional to (θ + ) 4 is the Lagrangian of N = 4 SYM written in special (chiral) form. All components of T can be found in [35] . Using supercarges one can write T as:
T (x, θ + , u) = exp(θ These properties allow to determine the general Grassmann structure of the form factor [23] .
Harmonic variables also can be used in on-shell momentum superspace to treat on-shell states of the theory on equal footing as operators from supermultiplets. Using harmonic variables one can write: N = 4 harmonic on-shell momentum superspace = {λ α ,λα, η Here λ α andλα are SL(2, C) spinors associated with momenta carried by massless state (particle): p αα = λ αλα , p 2 = 0. Supercharges which act in this superspace can be represented in n-particle case as We see that poles corresponding to terms containing Z * in the (. . .) bracket "cancel" in γ + → 0 limit, while all other Z * dependant poles "cancel" among themselves.
C IR pole coefficients relations
In one loop generalized unitarity based calculations for the NMNV sector the following identities for R functions were used in n = 4 case:
211 ,R
144 =R (1) 311 , R
413 = R
241 .
(C.179)
We now want to show that they are transparent and easily derived in the momentum twistor variables. Let's start withR (1) 244 =R
211 . It is essentially trivial, it is the same R functions written using clockwise and anti clockwise conventions. ForR (1) 144 ,R
311 , one can obtain (note that here legs are ordered clockwise ) R 
413 , R
241 , we see that 
241 as expected.
